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OILS AND TAR SANDS 

M. Ternan, L.P. Mysak, O.K. Faurschou and D.A. Reeve 

Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology (CANMET) 
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources 
Ottawa, Ontario, ~A OGl. CANADA 

SUMMARY 

The use of coal has been considered as a supplemental energy source in 
manufacturing synthetic crude oil from the Canadian oil sand deposits. 
The amount of coal required varies substantially depending upon the 
combination of recovery and upgrading methods used to produce the synthetic 
crude. The choice between surface mining and in-situ recovery meth ods 
depends upon the nature of the deposit. The process economics which 
govern the selection of an upgrading method are controlled primarily by 
the energy balance. For example some upgrading methods produce by-product 
fuel which can be used for process heat. 

The cost of this generated fuel versus make up fuel (e.g. coal) influences 
the choice of the upgrading process. When the surface mining method was 
used for recovery, fle xi coking was the chosen upgrading process. Flexi
coking generates a substantial quantity of by-product fuel wh ich can be 
used in the hot-water bitumen-sand separation process used in conj unction 
with surface mining. In contrast hydrocrac king produced so little by
product fuel that some of the synthetic crude oil product had to be used 
for process heat. For in-situ steam injection hydrocracking was the 
preferred upgrading process. A larger quantity of coal could be used as 
make up fuel. With flexico king a larger quantity of bitumen had to be 
recovered to produce the by-product fuel. Hydrocracking was also prefe rred 
when the in-situ combustion method was used. In-situ combustion produces 
bath bitumen and fuel gas. This fuel gas provided almost all the required 
process heat. The by-product fuel gas produced from flexicoking exceeded 
the process requirements. 

Different make up fuels were compared . Direct combustion of coal was 
preferred. Combustion of bitumen coupled wit h su l phu r dioxide removal 
facilities was another alternative. The generation of synthetic natural 
gas from coal was also considered, both at the mine mouth and at the 
upgrading site. 

Substantial quant iti es of coal could be required. For example the amount 
of coal required for the steam inj ection plus hydroc r acking combination 
could approach 20 percent of the current Canadian production of thermal 
coa l. 
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The Canadian Oil Sands Industry 12 The Canadian oil sand deposits contain about one trillion (10 ) barrels 
of bitumen and heavy oil. Approximate l y 30% of the resource is considered 
to be recoverable using present technology. This is roughly equivalent to 
one half of the total world reserves of conventional petroleum. 

The oil sand deposits are geological formations composed of bitumen, sand 
and clay. The deposits are spread over many thousands of square kilometers. 
At some locations they are at the surface . In other locations they occur 
at depth. Approximately 15% of the materia l is close enoucih to the surface 
(45 m or less overburden) to be recovered by surface mining techniques . 
The portions of the deposit which contain more than 180 m of overburden can 
be recovered by in-situ methods . The mater ial havinq an overburden between 
45 and 180 m represents an area for which recovery methods have not been 
fully developed. Generally less than 15% of the bitumen-sand -clay mixture 
is bitumen. After the bitumen .has been recovered from the deposit it 
requires substantia l conversion before it will meet the specifications of 
conv entional crude oil. 

Two corrmercial plants have been constructed. In 1967 Great Canadian Oil 
Sands (SUNCOR) began operatinci a plant which was designed for 45,000 barrels 
per day. This plant cost approximately 350 mi llion dollars for construction. 
In 1979 Syncrude Limited began operating a plant having a capacity of 
125,000 barrels per day . This plant cost 2.5 billion dollars . Both of the 
existing plants use the surface mining technique to recover the bitu rnen . 
Two other groups are actively working on plans for additional oil sands 
plants. One will use the surface mining recovery technique and the other 
wil l use an in- s itu steam injection technique. Each plant is estimated to 
cost between four and five billion dollars. 
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The oil sands plants still have technical problems. Sorne of these relate 
to mining itself. The hot water separation process, used in conjunction 
with surface mining, produces a water effluent containing fine particles 
which do not settle. This water continues to accumulate in tailings ponds 
which are becoming progressively larger. Also there have been periodic 
operating difficulties associated with the coking units. These downtime 
periods have a direct effect on production rate. 

The percentage of the bitumen converted to synthetic crude oil can be 
increased if a make up fuel is used to provide the energy necessary for the 
processing units. The two plants currently in operation use natural gas. 
It has been proposed that coal be used to provide make up energy for the 
oil sand plant which will use steam injection to recover the bitumen. 
Without the use of coal almost one third of the recovered bitumen would 
have to be burned to generate the steam for recovery. This study was 
performed in order to assess the role of coal as an energy source in the 
production of synthetic crude from oil sands. 

Description of Recovery and Upgrading Techniques 
Three methods of recovering bitumen from the deposit were considered in 
this study: surface mining, steam injection and combustion . Bucket wheel 
excavators or draglines are used for surface minin9 the oil sand material. 
It is then transported to a hot water extraction plant where the bitumen 
and the sand are separated using hot water, caustic and low pressure steam. 
As mentioned above a large quantity of fine solid material remains in the 
water which is discharged to the tailing ponds. The tailin0s water also 
contains approximately 7 to 9% of the original bitumen. If the dykes 
around the tailing ponds were to rupture, severe environmental damage 
cou 1 d oc c u r. 

In the steam injection recovery method high temperature steam is injected 
into the geological formation. The formation is ~varmed the.reby decreasing 
the viscosity of ~he bitumen. It can then flow through a producing well 
to the surface. In this study it was assumed that by-products from 
upgrading wou ld be used to generate steam and that coal would be imported 
as a make up fuel for steam generation. The producing wells bring a 
certain amount of the water and condensed steam in addition to bitumen up 
to the surface. This water contains substantial quantities of di ss olved 
solids which must be removed before the water can be reconverted to steam 
and placed into the formation again. A slight variation of the injected 
steam technique involves the combined injection of steam and inert gas 
which is said to increase the production rates from each well and to 
decrease the required water-to-oil ratio. The steam injection technique 
is the most highly deve·1oped type of in-situ technoloqy and has been used 
commercially in Venezuela and California. Steam injection has been 
successfully demonstrated in a pilot operation by one of the oil sand 
development com pan ies. 

The in-situ combustion recovery technique is at an earlier staqe of . 
develo pment. In this method air is injected into the formation where 
combustion of the air with some of the oil occurs. Again the formation 
is heated ther eby decreasinq the viscosity of the hydrocarbon bitumen 
which can then be pumped to the surface . Combustion has some potential 
problerns. The generation of high temperatures can cause damage to the 
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1vell bore equipment. Also oil-water emulsions are produced which are 
sometimes difficult to break. In addition to producing bitumen this 
techni que also produces a substantial quantity of low calorific value 
fuel gas which can be used as a make up fuel. 

Two types of upqrading technique have been considered for use in oil 
sands complexes. The coking processes involve heating the bitumen to 
temperatures such that pyrolysis occurs. · The larqe molecules are 
crac ked to form smaller mo lecules which enter the vapeur phase and are 
removed from the coking unit. The residue from this process is a mass 
of solid carbonaceous material known as coke. The coking processes are 
basically carbon removal processes. The bitumen is converted into 
distillates which have greater hydrogen contents than the feedstock, 
and into coke which is almost devoid of hydrogen. The flexicoking 
process converts the coke into a low calorific value fuel gas. 

Hydrocrac king, the other upgrading technique is a hydrogen addition 
process. In this case there is no solid product produced. Instead 
hydrogen gas is incorporated into the bitumen to produce a liquid 
having a higher hydrogen to carbon ratio than the feedstock. The 
advantage of hydrocracking processes over the coking processes is that 
a larger quantity of distillate liquid is produced. Furthermore the 
distillate obtained by hydrocracking i s of superior quality. One 
disadvantage is that hydrocracking processes are some.what more capital 
intensive. Also they require hydrogen, which is expensive. With 
rising prices for petroleum the additiona l yield of product has to 
provide a return for the incremental investment cost. ,ll.nother attribute 
of the hydrocracking process is that it is genera ll y easier to operate 
and therefore les s downtime is expected. 

Engineering and Cost Parameters 
In this study several combinations of recovery processes, upgrading 
processes, and make up energy fuels were considered. Each case was to 
produce 100, 000 barrels per calendar day (B/CD) of synthetic crude oil. 
The product was to be refined to a quality comparable to that beinq 
produced by the two existing commercial plants. The various units were 
given service factors varying between 0. 9 and 0. 95 . In the one case 
where bitumen was used as a make up fuel sulphur dioxide scrubbing 
facilities were installed to reduce atmospheric emiss ion s . 

Calculations were done on the bas i s of several assumptions : loans for 
the oil sands complex were to be available at 81 % and a return of l3 à% 
was to be available for the equity provided by shareholders . It was 
assumed there would be a 90/10 debt to equity ratio. This required 
an overall rate of r et urn of 81 %. Coal was assumed to be available at 
$7 .40 per metric ton at the mine mouth . All costs were taken to be 
valid for the first quarter of 1977, and are re~o rted in Canadian 
dollars. No royalties were charged and taxes were taken to be 50 percent. 

The synthetic crud e costs required to earn the above rate of r etu rn are 
shown in Tables l and 2 for each of the cases. Three recovery methods, 
two upgrading processes and three make up fuels we re considered. Partial 
material balances for the cases are shown in Fi9ures l to 4. In each ca se 
the upgrading processes includ ed a naphtha hydrotreater, a gas-oil hydro-
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CASE 

1 
2 
3 
L1 

7 
8 

TABLE 1 

EF'FECT OF RECOVE!{Y AND UPGRADING METIIODS ON 
SYNTHETIC CRUDE COST * 

RECOVERY UPGRADING 
TECHNH1UE PROCESS 

Mining Hydrocracking 
Mining Flexicokin~ 
Steam Injection Hydrocracking 
Steam Injection Flexicoking 
Combustion Hydrocracking 
Combustion Flexicoking 

SYNTHETIC 
CRUDE COST 

$/Bbl 

11.8 6 
11.54 
12.35 
12.53 
12. 49 
13. 22 

Coal is used as the make-up ener gy source in a ll cases 

CASE 

3 
5 
6a 
6b 

TABLE 2 

EFFECT OF MAKE- UP ENERGY SOURCE ON 
SYNTHETIC CRUDE COST ** 

MAKE- UP E ERGY SOURCE 

Coal 
Bitumen 

SNG-Upgrading Site 
SNG-Mine Mouth 

SYNTHETIC 
CRUDE COST 

$/Bbl 

12.35 
12.71 
17.17 
16.06 

Steam injection and hydrocracking are used in all cases 
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1 FIGURE 1 
CAS E 1 MINING /HYDROCRACKING / COAL 

1740 B/CD 2880 B/CD i BITlJHEN 108, 200B/CD SY ~THET IC CRUDE 
RECWERY STEAH AND ELECTRICITY UPGRADING 99,400 B/CD -· 

HYDROCRACKING MINING -WATER 
HOT- WATER (.;ASIFICATION 

SULPHUR 124 kTONNE /CD SEPARATION OXYGEN PLANT 809 TO'.\'~E/CD -
40 BAR OTHER UNITS '.\H3 -

! 25 10~'.\E/CD -
STEM! 

COAL 3250 TONNE /CD POWER/UTILITY 
PLANT 

\Jl 

CASE 2 MINING / FLEXICOKING/COAL 

J 1917 B/CD 
BITUMEN 117,250 B/CD SY~THETIC CRUD E 

- UPGRADING 
RECOVERY STEAl1 AND ELECTRICITY FLEXICOKING 99,974 B/CD 

-
WATER HINING LOW CV GAS OTHER UNITS SULPHUR 

130 kTONNE/CD 
HOT-WATER 

38 TJ/CD 888 TONNE/CD 
REF . GAS 

SEPARATION 
16 TJ/CD . 

COKE NHJ 
• 4.4 TJ / CD 28 TO '.'lNE/CD 

COAL 106 0 TONNE/CD 
- POWER/UTILITY 

PLAblT 40 BAR 1 

STEAM 



Û' 

1 

CASE 3 STEAM I NJ./IIYDROCRACKING /COJ\L 

. 
RECOVERY BITUMEN 104.240 BICD 

STEAM INJ . FIELD SULPHUR 
WATER PROD ' N HANDLING 

l S TONNE / CD 
1vrnn ru r" c: 

18.7 kTONNE/CD PROD ' N WATER 0 . 25 TJ / CD 
TREATMENT - ELECTRICITY 

MUW TREATMENT • 
40 BAR -----------------

INJ . STEAM GEN . STEAH 

• 
COAL 6980 TONNE/CD POWER PLANT -

2050 TONNE/CD 

CASE 4 STEAM INJ . / FLEXICOKING / COAL 

RECOVERY BITUMEN 115 . 020 B/CD 
----

STEAf1 INJ . FIELD 
SULPHUR 
17 TONNE / CD 

\~ATER - PROD ' N HANDLING {;');:;. 4 . 3 TJ / CD 
20.7 kTONNE/CD- PROD ' N WATER 

TREATMENT _LOW CV GAS 37. 2 TJ / CD 
MUW TREATMENT 

ELECTRICITY 
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -INJ . STEAH GEN . 40 BAR 

t4500 TONNE/CD J STEAM 
COAL J 

2080 TONNE /CDl POWER PLAN'i' 

l FIGURE 2 

450 B/CD l SY NTHETIC CRUDE 
- UPGRADING . . 

100,140 B/CD 
HYDROCRACKING 

GJ\SIFICATION SL'LPHUR 

OXYCEN PLANT 774 TO'.\\E/CD 
. 

OTHER U:-.lITS ~H3 
28 TO~XE/CD 

UPGRJ\DING SYNTIIETIC CRCDL 
99,995 B/CD 

FLEXICOKING 

OTHER U.HTS SULPHUR -

871 TO~:-:E/CD 

Nll3 
-- 32 TONXE /CD -

l . 



CASE 5 STEAM INJ ./HYDROCRACKING / BITUMEN 1 FIGURE 3 

450 B/CD ! 
RECOVERY BITUMEN 104.240 B/ CD UPGRADING 5YNTHETIC CRUDE -

STEAM INJ . FIELD HYDROCRACKING -100,140 B/CD 
HATER PROD' N HANDLING SULPHUR 

GASIFICATION 21 TONNE/CD ... 25 . 7kTONNE/CD SULPIJUR PROD' N WATER MED . CV GAS 
774 TO'.\'.'JE /CD -TREATMENT 0 . 25 TJ / CD OXYG EN PLANT 

ELECTRICITY OTIIER UNITS MUW TREATMENT - NH3 
........ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 40 BAR 28 TO N;1; E/CD 

INJ . STEAM GEN. STEAt-1 

' ' • 38,550 B/ CD 
POWER PLANT -

....__, 

CAS ES 6A + 6B STEAM INJ ./HYDROCRACKING / SNG FROM COAL 

BITUMEN 103,450 B/ CD SYNTHETIC CRUD~ 
RECOVERY UPGRADING 739,920 B/ CD 

STEAM INJ . FIELD HYDROCRACKING 
PROD ' N HANDLING SULPHUR GASIFICATION SULPHUR 

HATER PROD ' N WATER 15 TONNE7 CD 774 TO>INE/CD -
18 . 6kTONNE /CD .. TREATMENT MED. CV GAS OXYGEN PLANT 

0 . 3 TJ/CD 
NH3 MUW TREATMENT 

ELECTRICITY 28 TONNE/CD -- OTllER UNITS ---------------- -~ 
INJ . STEAM GEN . 40 BAR 

!STEAM 

COAL 
- SNG GAS TURBO-

1 
POWER 

16,200 TONNE/CD~ GENERATORS PLANT 

- -··---·-*• -----



CASE 7 COMBUSTION/HYDROCRACKING /COAL 
FIGURE 4 

450 B/CD l 
AIR RECOVERY liTïï 1M~.1\I 1nt. ?J,n P.lrn UPGRJ\DING SYNTH ETIC CRL'DF . 

35 .4 Nm3/c.:D COMB . INJ . FIELD HYDROCRACKING 100,140 B/CD 
PROD ' N HANDLING SULPHUR GASIFICATION 

177 TONNE/CD OXYGEN PLANT SULPHUR -
PROD ' N HATER ELECTRIC T'T'Y 774 TO:/:Œ/CD 

. 
. --TREATMENT 

LOW CV GAS 40 BAR OTHER UNITS NH3 
97.4 TJ/CD STEAM 28 TO:-lNE/CD -

,__ ______ ___________ 
AI R COMPRESS. STEAM 

1 ' li 

COAL 1330 TONNE /CD POWER / UTILITY -~ 

PLANT 

CO 

CASE 8 cornrnSTION/FLEXICOKING /COAL 

BICD RECOVERY BITUMEN' 115 . 020 . UPGRADING SYNTHETIC CRUDE 
99 ,995 B/CD 

., 

AIR COMB . INJ . FIELD SULPHUR FLEX ICOKING -39 . 0M m3/ CD 
PROD ' N HANDLING 

195 TONNE/CD 
EL ECTRICITY SULPHl!R . 

. - . 951 TON:IE /CD -
PROD' N WATER ~ 

TREATMENT LOW CV GAS ~OW CV GAS 
37 . 4 A~tcD OTHER UNITS 

109 TJ / CD 1 rr, :-lHJ . 
14.3 TJ/CD 31 TO:INE/CD -

1 40 BAR ~----------------- STEAM l STEAM - AIR COMPRESS 
1 ., 1 1 

POWER/UTILITY ELECTRIC ITY EXPORT 2 1 'l' r /rn 
PLANT -



'l'ABLE 3 

EFFECT OF RECOVERY AND UPCRAD I NG METHODS ON CAPITAL COST (CAN. $Xlü-3) 

RECOVERY TECHNIQUE MINING STEAf! I NJECTION Cm!BUSTION 

UPGRADING PROCESS HYDRO- FLEXI - HYDRO- FLEX- HYDRO- FLEXI -
CRACKING COKING CRAC'GNC COKI:JC CRAC KING COKI'.':G 

CASE NUMBER 1 2 3 4 7 8 
Mininr; 540000 572000 --
Hot Wa t er 232000 245000 
Steam Inj ec tion Field 1097920 1202358 
Injection Steam Genera tion Plant 293000 295320 
MUW Treatment 7500 8000 
Production Handlinr, 55680 59480 8231 0 87724 
Produced Water Treatment 58636 64688 7200 7950 
In-situ Combustion Field 1639812 1816311 
Air Compr essors 2084 06 2221(,1 
Hydrocracking 78710 79380 79380 
Flexicoking 1757 50 180680 180680 
Naphtha Hyd rotreating 18500 22465 18056 22173 18056 22173 
Gas Oil Hydrotreating 59120 59930 57051 59151 57051 59151 
Hydrogen Manufac turing Plant 96000 73 550 93680 7 259 4 93680 7 2594 
Pitch Par t ia l Oxida t ion 106110 50350 50350 
Oxygen Plan t 1')340 36600 39310 
H2S Removal 27000 30150 26352 2 97 59 26352 29759 
Sulfur Plants 19250 17 500 18788 17273 18783 17273 
Ut ility Plant 185150 183 420 148350 159850 
Power Plant 130000 14300C 56000 64000 
TankaRe Interconnecting Pipine 177600 200400- 184200 197873 193200 206873 
Miscellaneous 98918 93198 1291 72 1325 96 121044 121367 
Camp 255700 24184 2 336800 35550C 325507 340837 
Contrac t or ' s Overhead and Profit 166990 165829 140116 144537 131440 137288 
Total Capital Cost 2100388 2081034 2813281 298498 2 3296236 3545991 
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TABLE 4 

r:FFECT MAKE- UP ENERGY SOURCE ON C,\.l?IT,\ L COST (CAN. $Xl0-J) 

M.\KE-UP E. ERGY SOURCE COAL IHTl!:!EN SXG AT S~G AT 
UPGR1\DD:G :!IXE 

,____--------------- ------1-------- _____ ____________ s ! TE ______ :_:ou_··_n_r --' 
CASE NUi'lBER 

St am Injection Field 
Injection Stcam Gcncration Pla n t 
rn'\-1 Trca trne nt 
Production llandlin~ 
Produced \fater Treatrncnt 
Hydrocracking 
;-.Japhtha l!ydrotrcating 
Cas Oil llydrotrea ting 
Hydro3en :Slanufocturi.ng Plnnt 
Pi.tell Partial Oxidati.o n 
Ox ygen Plant 
s:--.:c: opcr;:i.tio n 
H:zS Rcrnova l 
Sulfur Plants 
Pm,,cr Plant 
'J';111k,1pc Tntt'rccrnnecring Pi.pinp
~~,~ scc lJ <!D·: ous 
Cnmp 
Contractor ' s Ovcrhead and Profi t 
Total Capital Cost 

3 5 6a 6b 

_ _ _ 1_097 920 __ __ _ 150 7 23 l ___ J 038 'J8 'i _ ··-- _l r_:,33 585 _ 
___ ___ ?_9.JJ.lDJ) ______ --2.9JDDCL . .._2l'.i6.0.ù _ ___ _ :.U-': r2_rJ_12__ 

7 500 10000 7 JlJ O --+-- 7 Sl)(J 



treater, hydrogen manufacturing facilities, hydrogen sulphide removal 
facilities and sulphur plants. The synthetic crudes prices are 
directly related to the capita l cost of the processing equirment. 
Depreciation on capital overwhelms all the other items which 
contribute to the annual operating cost . Itemized li stings of capital 
cost by process are shown in Ta bles 3 and 4 for each of the cases 
studied. With the exception of field expenses in the in-situ recovery 
ca ses, all of the capital must be used at the beginning of the project . 
The capital expenditure for field facilities was spread over the life 
of the project . Steam injection and combustion wel l s were assumed to 
have useful lives of 6 and 7 years respectively. 

Process and cost data were obtained from two primary sources. Most of 
the information was obtained from process licensors. Yields for the 
cokin g process were those for EXXON flexicokinq. Hydrocracking yi elds 
were obtained from the CANMET pilot plant. The cost information 
provided by the process licensors for upgrading technology was verified 
from detailed calculations . For thes e processes cost estimates were 
obtained for each major item of equipment . 

Compari son of Recovery and Upgradinq Technolog ies 
The recovery and upgrading technologies can be compared in t erms of the 
synthet i c crude costs in Table 1. The vari at i on i n these costs with 
tech no l ogy type can be understood in terms of the ca pi tal costs of a 
part icular processing unit and can be partially r elated to the materia l 
balances shown in Figures 1, 2 and 4. 

The energy make up source was coal for a ll of the cas es shown in Table 1 
except case 8. Case 8 did not require any make up energy . Cases l and 2 
con sidered surface mining, 3 and 4 steam injection and cases 7 and 8 
combustion . The results indicated surface mininq is certainly less 
expen s iv e t han either of the in -situ technique s . St eam injection is 
marginally less expensive than combustion. Of the two upgrad ing 
processes hydrocracking was the preferred upgrading process fo r both of 
the in-situ recovery methods whereas flexico king was preferred in the 
ca se of the surface mining . The lower synthetic crude price for surface 
mining is related to the l ower capital cost shown in Table 3. If one 
~ubtracts the cost of the recovery method from the total capital costs 
in Table 3 the result ant costs are s imilar in every case. The capital 
cost differences can be related to the investment for recovery facilities . 
The investment for surface mining is made at the beginning of the project . 
In contrast the investments for both the combustion and steam inj ection 
field s are spread out over the life of the projec t. It was previous ly 
noted that steam and combustion wells have useful lifeti mes of 6 and 7 
years respectively . The capital cost for the in-situ cases shown in 
Ta ble 3 is the total over the entire lifetime of the project . In 
computing the synthetic crude price delayed investment was discounted. 
Straight line dep reciation of 4 percent was used . 

Th e significant differences in th e two surface mininq cases are apparent 
in Table 3 and in Fi gure l. The capi tal cost for hydrocrackinq, pitch 
partial oxidation and the oxygen plant exceeds that for flexicoking . 
Also a larg er capacity hydrogen plant is required with hydrocrackinq . 
The costs for the other units are simi la r in both cases . Fiqure l shows 
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that almost 3 percent of the syntheti c crude product was used as fuel 
in the upgrading units for the hydrocracking case. The process furnaces 
with the upgrading units do not accept coal as a fuel. If it was not 
necessary to burn the synthetic crude in the processing units , the 
capital cost for the total complex could have been reduced by 3 percent . 

For the two in-situ methods hydrocracking has slightly lower capital 
cost than the flexico king alternatives as shown in Table 3. One of 
the reasons that the hydrocracking upgrading process i s less expensive 
than flexicok ing may be seen by comparing cases 3 and 4 (Figure 2) and 
by comparing cases 7 and 8 (Figure 4). Cases 4 and 8 using flex icok ing 
bath require larqer quant ities of bitumen to enter the upgrading units 
in order to manufacture 100,000 barrels a day of synthetic crude. The 
reason for this is that the cokinq process produces a lower yield of 
distillate liquids than the hydrocracking process. Instead flexicoking 
produces a large quantity of low calorific value fuel gas. This fuel 
gas can be used to generate steam or power. The hydrocracking process 
does not make this low calorific fuel gas and so larqer quantities of 
coal are used to generate steam and electricity. The smaller quantity 
of bitumen required ·(from the recovery method) \vhen hydrocracking i s used 
contributes to the low capital cost. In comparing cases 7 and 8 there 
is so much low calorific fuel gas produced by the combustion recovery 
method that a large percentage of the utility and power requirements 
can be generated from it. In case 8 there is no requirement for make up 
energy in the form of coal. In fact there is so much low calorific fuel 
gas that surplus electricity is exported. 

Cases 3 and 7 use less bitumen and more coal than cases 4 and 8 to make 
the same synthetic crude product. In these terms hydrocracking all ows 
coal to be converted into crude oil, even though the coal never enters 
the hydrocracking unit. Comparing cases3 and 4 there are approxi ma tely 
2 barrels of oil made per incremental tonne of coal whereas cases 7 and 
8 indicate 10 barrels per tonne. 

The quantity of coal used as make up energy shown in Figures l, 2 an d 4 
can be compared in each of the cases. For bath of the in-situ recovery 
methods , the more coal imported the lower the cost of the synthetic 
crude. This trend was not observed with surface n11n1ng. However, th i s 
may have been influenced by the use of synthetic crude as fuel when 
hydrocracking was used for upgrading. 

Comparison of Make up Fuels 
Three different types of make up fuel were compared, coal (case 3) bitumen 
(case 5) and synthetic natural qas (SNG) (cases 6a and 6b) . In ca se 6a 
coal was transport ed from the mine mouth to the upqradinq site . At the 
upgrading site it was convert ed into synthetic natural gas and then used 
as a fu el. In case 6b coal was converted into synthetic natural gas at 
the mine mouth and then transported by a pipeline to the up~rading site 
where the SNG was used as an energy source . 

Table 2 shows costs of synthetic crude oil for each of the different make 
up fu els. Coal provides the least expensive synthetic crude oil. It is 
mor e expensive whc>n bitumen is the make up fuel. The use of SNG results 
in the highes t costs for synthetic crude oil. Th ese results are reflected 
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in the capital costs shown in Table 4. Using bitumen as a make up fuel 
requires more capital than using coal because a preater amount of 
bitumen must be produced. This may be seen by comparing cases 3 and 5 
in Figures 2 and 3. The additional equipment required to produce the 
additional bitumen in case 5 is responsible for the additional capital 
shown in Table 4. 

The two cases which use SNG were substantially more expensive . 
According to Table 2 there is an advanta ge to trans po rtin(] synthetic 
natural qas from th e mine mouth to the upg radinq site rather than 
transporting the coal to the upqradi~g site and makinq the synthetic 
natural gas there. Table 4 shows that the capital costs for the two 
SNG cases are the largest. The capita l cost is the qreatest when the 
SNG is transported from the mine mouth to the upqrad1na site (case 6b). 
This is because a pipeline must be constructed. However , the synthetic 
crude. oil is less expensive (Table 2) whe n SNG is pipel in ed than when 
coal is transported and SNG manufactured at the upgradin9 site . This 
is because extremely large quantities of coal must be transported to 
manufacture the SNG . A comparison of case 6 in Figure 3 with case 3 
in Figure 2 shows that almost twice as much coal must be used when SNG 
is manufactured. The above comparison indicates that the least 
expensive synthetic crude results when coal is transported to the 
upgradi ng site and used "as is" for the make up fuel. 

Interaction of Recover and U rading Processes 
The recovery process chosen surface mininq or in-situ) depends on the 
nature of the deposit considered. However, this study indicates that 
the coking process has an advantage when in-situ recovery techniques 
are used. In other words the choice of an up(]rading process is wholly 
dependent upon what type of recovery techniqu~ has been used. 

The make up fuel source seems to have a large effect on the various 
costs. The in-situ recovery cases permit the us e of substantial 
quantities of coal as an import ener gy source with hydrocracking as 
the preferred upgradinq process. For the case usina surface minina 
and hydrocracking, the amount of coal which could be used was limited. 
Coal cannot be burned in process furn aces . As a result the muc h higher 
priced synthetic crude was used instead of coal. 

Thu s it is apparent that all of the costs depend upon the make up 
energy source. In those . instances wh ere coal could be us ed in larqe 
quantities the hydrocrackinq process was found to be preferable . 
However, in a situation where coal use was li mited flexicoking was 
the preferred upgrading process . 

Coal in the En erqy Balance 
The rol e of coal in the enerqy balance for recovery and up(]radinq oil 
sands must be seen in the conte xt of overall Canadian coa l product ion. 
Case 3 can be chosen as a basis of comparison for two reasons , i) the 
greatest percentage of the oil sand depos its will have to be 
recover ed by in-situ techniques, and ii) steam injection is the most 
advanced in-situ technoloqy at present . Case 3 i~dicatcs that 9000 
tonnes per calendar day of coal are required. This is almost 20 ~~ of 
1978 Canadia n thermal coal production (47 , 000 tonnes per calendar day). 
Should fiv e or six oil sand plants be operatinq by the year 2000 , their 
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coal requirements will significantly influence coal supply and demand 
in Canada. 
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